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�Delta Plan 2100' is the result of Prime Minister's deep thinking for present and future generations
.Under the 'Delta Plan 2100' strategies for development of coastal areas are: combating salinity
intrusion, accelerating land accretion in the Meghna estuary and water retention in the natural and
artificial reservoirs.

The coastal zones are prone to threats of cyclones, storm surges and floods, as well as climate
change. These belts are covered by distributaries net-work of rivers, which are brunches of major
rivers the Padma, Jamuna and Meghna. During wet season, high precipitation and high flow of
fresh water in rivers- could reduce the salt content of tidal rivers and agricultural lands.

In dry season, saline water from sea entire into inland areas and ground water level through river
systems, as results of low flow of fresh water from upstream rivers, lack of rainfall and withdrawal
of the Ganges water at Farrakka. In coastal plains- surface and underground water is saline-such
water cannot be used for irrigation. About one million hail of Boro-land remain fallow. There is
also scarcity of drinking water.

"The solutions of water" is put forward on new technologies and innovation. 'Coastal reservoir' is a
new technology out of other water supply options, such as--groundwater, on-land reservoir,
desalinizing seawater and reuse of waste water. This study has proposed a new water strategy-
'construction of coastal reservoir'.

The coastal reservoir areas are separated from the sea by building surrounding dam (wall of
reservoir) adjacent to coast-lines. The fresh water from reservoir could be supplied to meet the
needs for drinking water, irrigation, industrial and domestic use through artificial pipelines in
coastal areas. The coastal reservoirs in USA, Singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong and China show
that it is feasible as alternative to traditional dam.

Diversion of river flow using barrage/dam across the river would have very high construction costs.
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The policy makers have considered for diverting water of the major rivers, but there are also many
social and environmental constraints--over flow in many lands is one of them.  However,
alternative water conservation options 'coastal reservoirs' is available now.

As the 'coastal reservoir' is constructed at the river estuary (mouth of river near sea)- no land will
be needed for reservoir and no land will submerged. It will not create major ecological imbalance,
as like barrage with mountainous reservoir. The environmental impacts and construction cost are
negligible compared with other water solutions. It will store water without disturbing people and
natural habitat.

 A vast amount of our floodwater from rivers being discharged into sea during wet season, but there
is a lack of river water during dry season. It is obvious that coastal reservoir could solve dry season
water storage. It is a surrounding dam (wall of reservoir having concrete base filled with earth and
rocks) in sea at mouth of river or near sea. The coastal reservoir is filled with fresh water from
river.

The construction of coastal reservoir involves forming a dam wall, usually of solid material across
the point- where a river enters ocean. Salt water that dammed the reservoir is pumped out. As this
reservoir is formed at sea level- it harvests the catchment runoff from a channel of river.

 'Delta Plan 2100' should give us a guide lines- how to increase water holding capacity of rivers and
how to preserve water in reservoirs. Finally, two mega projects could be proposed under 'River
Systems and Estuaries' and coastal zone hot spots: 1. Coastal protection and reservoir construction,
2. Irrigation facilities and fish culture. Multipurpose activities could be included: navigations,
bridge- culverts, hydro-electricity, beautifications and aquatic wildlife.

An estuary is a zone between a river and sea with a free connection with sea. The lower Meghna
river estuary is very wide, covers from Chandpur to the Bay of Bengal through different channels.
Sandwip-Urir Char-Noakhali channel   is very active in char land formation- there are shallow or
deep areas. A hydro-dynamic modeling (data on flow and depth) on different channels could be
useful for selecting best reservoir sites.

For coastal reservoir- it is proposed to utilize huge flow of lower Meghna and to select a suitable
site at the estuary. At Chandpur- the Padma and Meghna merged to form a spectacular river flow.
The water discharge (160 000 m3/s) is the third highest among all river systems in the world. The
monsoon flow of the Meghna could be utilized to fill 'proposed reservoir'.

The "Sandwip-Urir Char-Noakhali Cross Dam" area in the Meghna estuary seems to be best having
natural land formation and silted areas for smooth construction of wall/dam of reservoir. It is
proposed to surround entire areas by cross dam to form a large polder. Inside the polder- a reservoir
could be built parallel to the coastline through surrounding the sea areas by dams (wall of
reservoir).

A multi-purposes project has been proposed including:  reservoir (by dam or artificial wall) with
slices, irrigation facilities, land reclamation, road transport, fisheries and renewable power. A series
of sluice gates will be installed in reservoir facing to river channel and river water is allowed to
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entire through the sluice gates. There will also gates for drainage in sea site.

Dam construction is complex and requires professionals from different disciplines for design and
implementation. Geotechnical engineers will work for designing the strong foundations and
possible permeability of dam. Rocks are permeable- central core should make from impermeable
concrete materials to prevent salt water passage. The prevention of salt water intrusion is ensured
through an impermeable barrier in central core.

Dams are commonly constructed during dry season starting from sea/river site silted areas. The
foundation/base is built below ground level. Concrete is then transferred to the base of dam using
belts, trucks and cranes. The method of placing concrete is to pour it into a formwork of required
shape. Temporary diversion of river flow may be required.

Dam is a barrier (about 15 meters height) in order to create a reservoir at the estuary. There are two
types of dams: earth-fill and rock-fill. Earth-fill dams are made up from compacted earth- while
rock-fill dams are made up mainly from rocks. However, most dams are built using both earth and
rocks- covering the two sites with rocks. Concrete dams is costly- will need in erosion prone
limited areas.

 After construction- pumping out of saline water from reservoir is done and huge river water will
enter into the reservoir directly through sluices facing to the river channel. In dry season, water
from reservoir could be released into networks of canals for use in coastal agricultural lands located
in the coastline. Irrigation will be possible with the help of pumps, as lands are at higher
topography than reservoir water level.

The estuary is the route by which sediments and flow are transported from the river to the Bay of
Bengal and char lands are formed. A number of large  'Coastal Reservoir' could be constructed  in
3-4  sites  of  Meghna estuary  (Bhola, Manpura;  Nijhum Dwip and other newly formed Islands),
as well in  other  river estuaries (Sonadia,  Cox's Bazar; Sonar Char, Patuakhali and Dublar Char,
Khulna etc.)-where the seabed has been silted up.

Under the 'Delta Plan 2100' proposed 'reservoirs construction' projects will require major
feasibility, engineering, and environmental studies- sediment management  process might be
environmental friendly.  If implemented properly, the project will ensure fresh water in coastal
areas, as well as will expend Boro rice and fish culture for achieving sustainable development goal
and target of the government.

The writer is Chief Scientific Officer, Bangladesh Rice Research Institute, Gazipur
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